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Emergence, Supervenience, and Introductory Chemical Education
ABSTRACT: In learning chemistry at the entry level, many learners labor under misconceptions about the subject matter that are so fundamental that they are typically never addressed. A fundamental misconception in chemistry appears to be an adding existing phenomenal concepts to newly-acquired chemical concepts, so that beginning learners think of chemical entities as themselves having the very same ‘macro’ properties that we observe through the senses. Those who teach or practice chemistry never acquire these misconceptions because they were able to naturally pick up the nature of the subject to begin with. But as a result, they remain unaware of the foundational assumptions and understanding that they operate with and that many beginning learners persistently lack. Thus, a systematic picture of the workings of chemical theory as they relate to observable phenomena needs to be elucidated so that the attention of chemical educators is drawn to the fundamental understanding of the subject that they already possess and that beginning learners of chemistry lack, so that beginning learners can be given the opportunity to gain an understanding of how chemical explanations are in general related to observable phenomena. The ‘layered’ way in which chemical and physical entities are related to each other within chemical theory can also be clarified in this way. To afford this picture, the philosophical concepts of supervenience and emergence are explained and applied to chemistry, as philosophers of chemistry have already done. The result provides a model for teaching chemistry that, if consistently applied, has the potential to greatly enhance the fundamental understanding of the subject matter.
1. The Fundamental Misconception in Introductory Chemistry
As readers of this journal are well aware, chemistry is a complex and varied science treating of a wide range of material properties and phenomena. Indeed, its very richness is just what draws many of us into it. But its complexity, as chemical educators know, also renders it daunting, at best, and utterly opaque, at worst, to the beginning learner. Every year for generations now, most secondary students just ‘get by’ in chemistry, if they do, by simply memorizing by rote whatever rules, procedures, and facts they can glean to help them pass examinations, without ever ‘getting’ whatever it is that they’re learning and the nature of its relation to the world of observable phenomena.
What I present here is a suggestion to improve chemical pedagogy in order to  allow students to gain a fundamental understanding of the subject matter of chemistry that they may never otherwise obtain. This suggestion involves placing an emphasis on the nature of the relation of theoretical constructs to observable phenomena, a relation that most of us who already understand it are likely to take for granted and therefore not even bother to explain or delve into. The suggested emphasis, if sound, should address the cardinal misconception in learning chemistry, which comes in at the very inception of studying the field. This misconception is so fundamental that it is easy to miss, for those of us who had an intuitive feel for the workings of the subject to begin with. One way to put this misconception is as a failure to appropriately separate, and subsequently relate, in terminology established by philosopher Wilfrid Sellars (1963), the ‘manifest image’ (the observable world) from the ‘scientific image’ (the world portrayed by current scientific theories), leading to a chimerical enmeshing of one with the other, leaving the explanatory and other relationships between the two thoroughly lost and confused. This paper will explore some specific ways in which tools that have been introduced to the philosophy of chemistry can be put to use in clarifying these relationships.​[1]​ As well, chemists will already be familiar with the idea of a ‘layered’ world within the realm of chemistry itself, and the same rubric can be put to use in clarifying the relationships between these layers.
Research has suggested that the cardinal misconception in chemistry is understanding the particulate nature of matter (e.g., Gabel, et al. 1987), and connecting that to a preexisting concept of matter as static and continuous (Nakhleh 1992). As Mary Nakhleh says, “[s]tudents of all ages seem to have trouble understanding and using the scientifically accepted model that matter is made of discrete particles that are in constant motion and have empty space between them.” (Nakhleh 1992: 191) The particulate model of nature of matter is problematic to begin with because it is not at all apparent in the ‘manifest image,’ and thus is completely unfamiliar. But the fundamental chemical misconception goes further than just the recherché nature of the particulate model we get from the scientific image. The cardinal difficulty on the part of beginning students in accepting, understanding, and using the particulate model is in reconciling it with the manifest image that continues to be a given in experience. Crucially, they are supposed to come to a new understanding of the manifest image of nature in terms of the scientific image. But in order for them to come to understand chemical ideas as predictive and explanatory of manifest phenomena, they need to have it made clear what the nature of the relation is between the two arenas.
Attempts by students to appropriate the particulate conception of matter to their existing conceptual repertoire seems very often to lead to just literally adding a particulate conception to the manifest conception of matter as static and continuous. Here is one example, as reported in a study of 300 grade 10 students who had been studying chemistry for half of the academic year: 

Nearly half of the students believed that the bulk properties of the substance—such as electrical conductance, color, and malleability—were also the properties of a single atom. Apparently, although the students could use the terms “atom” and “molecule,” they could not relate these terms to the particulate model of matter. This indicates that the students still held their older, continuous model of matter. They had merely added the particulate model to their continuous one. (Nakhleh 1992: 192, reporting results from Ben-Zvi, et al. 1986)

As another example, a common student conception of what it means to say that a gas expands when heated is that gas molecules themselves expand and thereby fill more space (Nakhleh 1992: 192). This represents an imputation of manifest properties to particulate matter because at the molecular level, one should say not that something ‘expands’, but that the increase in volume is due to there being more space between molecules of the gas. But to understand the significance of the expression ‘molecules of a gas’, one has to understand the relationship between the gas (manifest image) and molecules (scientific image) in the first place. Without this being made clear, the default option for many beginning students of chemistry is to bring the manifest image down to the ‘scientific’ level—“merely add[ing] the particulate model to [the] continuous one”, as Nakhleh describes—even though with manifest properties ascribed to molecules, it would seem wholly arbitrary that there should even be molecules or atoms. According to this conception, if items of particulate matter themselves have the same properties as apparently continuous matter, there may as well only be continuous matter, and the particulate entities of chemistry per se are left not explaining anything at all. It is like being told that observable phenomena holds ‘all the way down’, and the only difference is that at the level of the very small, matter is in fact particulate. The student may well think, so what?, and in addition, why would the particles and other chemical entities need to do anything besides what we see observable phenomena doing, anyway?—it is under the heading of this “anything besides” that falls the very chemical concepts that they are supposed to be learning. With this fundamental confusion in operation, it is no wonder that the significance of chemical concepts remains opaque to so many.
As a personal anecdote, I recall a certain conversation I had in college with a fellow student who was a communications studies major, because it made such an impression on me. The discussion was centered around scientific concepts, and at one point the idea was mooted that gases consist of very tiny particles separated by generous amounts of empty space. Now, the first thing to note is that the communication studies major, in spite of the firm testimony of the science majors also present, seemed unwilling to believe in “empty space.” This alone was very striking to me. Furthermore, when pressed to identify, given that gases consist of widely separated molecules, what it is that’s between air molecules if not empty space, his response was, “Well, air.” I was quite nonplussed at that point, to think that someone within a year of obtaining a bachelor’s degree from an accredited liberal arts college was both unwilling to believe in empty space, and also hopelessly confused about what air is. But, no doubt many, many people learn science in just this way, in which the scientific image is awkwardly squashed together with the manifest image, and never unlearn it. 
The point of this story is not to be supercilious toward the ignorance of the scientifically illiterate, but in what it makes vivid about the fundamental misconception at work: Notice the direct analogical extension of ‘air’ from the manifest image to the scientific one. Here’s a reconstruction of how this would come about. The first thing one scientifically learns about ‘air’ is that it’s something: between macro-scale objects there isn’t just empty space, but air. And the next step is to learn that air consists of very tiny particles. And at the level of the particles, if one thinks of it as ‘air’ in the exact same sense as it is manifested at the macro level, there’s something between objects even though it looks like empty space: air (and does that air contain ‘particles’ too, and so on down the line?). So if ‘air’ at the level of the scientific image is considered to have the property of filling all available space just like it does according to the manifest image, then there’s no room for empty space at the micro-level of the scientific image: there’s nothing else for the particles to do except be more or less embedded in this chimerical, analogically-drawn ether-like medium. So students’ attempts to directly add the scientific image to the manifest image leads to a straightforwardly analogical picture of the relation between the two, which is not only inadequate for an adequate and working understanding of scientific concepts, but actually blocks the very possibility for making sense of them.
One way to keep students from simply adding the scientific concepts to their existing conceptual repertoire would be to try to get them to replace manifest concepts with scientific concepts. But it wouldn’t be the wisest strategy, to push students toward suspending belief in the ‘real’ world they already know and in its place accept some other picture of reality that is totally other from everything given in experience. For one thing, they are very unlikely to do it. For another reason, I don’t think this is how the chemical cognoscenti themselves, in general, understand nature; rather, it seems that one can and should understand one in terms of the other. 
2. Emergence and Supervenience Applied to Chemistry
2.1 Reconciling the Domains
John T. Moore in Chemistry for Dummies (2003) says that 
[m]ost chemists...operate quite comfortably in two worlds. One is the macroscopic world that you and I see, feel and touch....This is the world of experiments, or what some nonscientists call the “real world.” But chemists also operate quite comfortably in the microscopic world that you and I can’t directly see, feel, or touch. Here, chemists work with theories and models....Scientists often become so accustomed to slipping back and forth between these two worlds that they do so without even realizing it. You may find this flow of ideas disconcerting at first (p. 12). 
Indeed, this “slipping back and forth…without even realizing it” tells very strongly of the gulf between the haves and have-nots with regard to chemical understanding. Those who have chemical understanding are mostly those who immediately ‘get it,’ such that the vast majority of them never think about how they understand it, and thus do not know how to teach the subject matter effectively to those who never ‘got it’ in the first place. Here is where application of the philosophy of chemistry comes in. What I want to suggest is applying some philosophical concepts towards bridging this gulf, so that the “flow of ideas” does not remain, permanently “disconcerting”, as it no doubt is for so many. The chemical educator needs to have brought to light explicitly what they already implicitly understand, and that’s that (1) the not-directly-observed theoretical entities are not identical to any observable entities, and (2) theoretical entities do the explaining of the observables.
2.2 Emergence
Philosophers have a pair of complementary concepts that, as it happens, can be put to apt use in relating chemical to manifest phenomena and vice versa. One of these is emergence, which will be familiar to many who already have some exposure to the philosophy of science in general. One philosopher of chemistry has this to say about what emergent phenomena have to do with chemistry: 
Chemists have long realized that certain phenomena emerge only at the chemical level of description, and thus require explanations that are meaningful within the vocabulary of that science. Take, for example, the phenomenon of liquidity. There is nothing controversial in the claim that the properties of a liquid depend upon the physical relationships that exist within its molecular structure. Yet—many chemists would argue—the very concept of liquidity itself emerges only at the secondary (macro) level of description. At the microphysical level there is no such thing as “liquidity.” All of the properties of liquids, and the things that are supervenient upon them—like transparency, clarity, viscosity, surface tension, index of refraction, and boiling point—are conceptually emergent. How, then, can we hope to explain them except at a level of description at which the order that we seek to explain exists? (McIntyre 2007: 341)
Thus, in general, a set of properties P emerges from the properties of another set of entities Q just when the entities Q are configured such that they behave collectively in a way that they are, as is often put, ‘greater than the sum of their parts’. For an example of levels of emergence between domains within science itself, genes (a biological kind) are emergent from a set of nucleotides (a chemical kind), which are themselves emergent from a set of subatomic particles (a physical kind). Emergence can be said to relate entities of one specific science to another, where an entity of one kind is composed of, and emerges from, those of another ‘below’ it. At the observable level there are the empirical facts of heredity, and it could be said that these emerge from the biochemical genetic entities.
Return to the contention made earlier that the approach we should take in helping students conceptually accommodate the scientific image is not to have it replace the manifest image. Rather, we should say whenever that typically when there is an emergence relation between x and y in the sciences generally, and in chemistry in particular, we will also ipso facto have an explanans-explanandum pair x and y. And there can’t be an explanation without both of these terms, and they need to be kept conceptually separate.
Pier Luigi Luisi (2002) has actually already suggested that the concept of emergence should be in play in the teaching of chemistry, and in fact goes so far as to claim that “the molecular sciences, and chemistry in particular, are actually the disciplines in which the notion of emergence has the most obvious applicability.” (Luisi 2002: 184) The reason for this claim is stated as because these fields are “characterized in large part by an increase of molecular complexity in order to achieve novel properties.” (ibid., 184)
Also, the notion of emergence in use here is to be distinguished from a variety of the concept that was philosophically in vogue in the latter 19th century to the early 20th century—viz., the British Emergentists, including Samuel Alexander, Lloyd Morgan, and C.D. Broad. According to this school of thought, emergence from x to y involves some lawlike connection between the obtaining of x and y, but besides being connected by experimentally-discovered empirical laws, the connection itself is typically not explicable. Writing in the 1920s specifically with regard to chemistry, Broad actually thought that, given all the facts about individual carbon and hydrogen atoms, even a “mathematical archangel,” a being possessed of all the facts and relevant powers of deduction at its disposal, would not have been able to predict that methane molecules could exist, much less what their properties would be (Broad 1999). This is ‘strong emergence’, saying that emergent phenomena are in principle inexplicable on the basis of their subserving precursors. Meanwhile, approximately contemporarily to the time of Broad’s writing, quantum chemistry was developing, to the point where one could in fact explain why molecules emerge from atoms. So in terms of the kinds of chemical explanation that are now available to us, emergence as we actually find it manifested in the sciences in fact does tend to be explicable—in particular, the manifest-image phenomena that a beginning chemistry student will explore is supposed to be fully explicable in terms of chemical entities and explanations. The phenomena are perhaps best understood as emergent from the phenomena of the chemical realm. 
2.3 …And Not Reduction
It is actually of some controversy in the philosophy of chemistry whether chemical emergence actually gives rise to, as Luisi claims above, ‘novel properties’, in the full ontological sense of bringing something new into being that is not identical with any of the subserving entities. An alternative view to chemical emergence being of ontological import would be to stick with an epistemological notion of emergence, as McIntyre in the aforementioned paper suggests. This would mean that although we have to make use of special concepts to describe the behavior of entities Q when they come into certain configurations, there is no further warrant for postulating that distinct entities P come into existence as emergent from Q. In that case, we would need emergent concepts to fully understand and characterize the emergent phenomenon, and thereby retain an epistemological sense of emergence even if not an ontological one.
Fortunately, there’s no reason to take a stand on the issue for present purposes; we can rest content with the epistemological notion insofar as the important point here is in explanation, which is certainly an epistemological issue, whatever else it may or may not point to. However, one possibility for understanding the relation between the manifest and scientific images that does have to be ruled out for present purposes is that according to which manifest and other supposedly emergent properties ‘reduce to’ the scientific properties. According to this reductionist approach, supposedly higher-order properties and concepts need not even be epistemologically accounted for in order to come to an adequate understanding of the world as a whole. Insofar as people do appropriately understand scientific entities per se (and not ascribe ‘macro’ properties to them), many probably assume that, to take a canonical example, water ‘is’ H2O (see Erduran 2005), which is a more or less reductionist stance. But according to the pedagogical approach suggested here, ‘water’ and ‘H2O’ need to be kept in their separate realms so that ‘macro’ properties are not mistakenly ascribed to H2O molecules (more on this below).
2.4 Supervenience
This brings us to supervenience, already mentioned in McIntyre as quoted above. Supervenience is a relation of dependency between one set of properties on another, such that if a set of properties P supervenes on a set of properties Q, there can be no change in properties P without a change in properties Q. To most philosophers, supervenience thus most fundamentally means covariance between one set of properties and another. This  may amount to a brute fact about the relata, or it might amount to identity between P and Q, if such supervenience also means “reducing” properties P to properties Q such that the P properties can be “eliminated” (i.e., are considered superfluous to a complete explanation or other characterization). Supervenience is a necessary, but not in itself sufficient, condition for reduction: chemistry provides a wealth of interesting manifestations of supervenience, which are explanatory but without “explaining away”—the connections do not warrant reduction of one set of entities to another, thus eliminating one set of entities (Newman 2008).
Supervenience is also a necessary condition for the kind of emergence that we find in chemistry; there are strong explanatory connections in chemistry that also have to be accounted for to make sense of the subject. Thus, anywhere we find emergence of P from Q, provided that, and because, such emergence is explicable, we also find supervenience of P on Q: that Q explains the emergence of P ensures that where wherever P is found, Q must be present making it happen (and perhaps vice versa). To characterize the connection between the manifest and scientific images in chemistry, we need emergence but not inexplicability, and supervenience but not eliminative reduction. Thus, it is at the intersection of supervenience and emergence that we find the distinctive relationship between these ‘two worlds’ between which scientists themselves are well-accustomed to switching back and forth between so naturally.
To apply these concepts to the arena of chemical education, the first task, in line with the nature of the fundamental chemical misconception as described above, is to get students to keep the manifest and scientific images separate from another. Thus, emergence is the concept that must be applied first: the manifest image is strictly separate from the scientific image in that manifest phenomena emerge from scientifically-characterized entities. Then, in order to secure the explanatory connection between them, and the fact that phenomena of the manifest image do not “float free” of scientifically-characterized entities, we need to maintain that the former supervenes on the latter: any change in observable phenomena must be accompanied by a corresponding change in the-world-according-to-the-scientific-image, which also must explain the observable phenomena.
None of this is meant to imply that either educator or learner need to use the concepts of emergence and supervenience by name and be able to define them per se; rather, the foregoing is just to say how the concepts of supervenience and emergence shed light on the aspects of chemistry that specifically need clarifying for the beginning learner. One may venture to say that those who already understand chemistry also already possess these concepts, even if they do not have a name for them (as a person who acquired a chemical education before a philosophical one, this was my experience, at least). The nub of the point with regard to chemical education is simply that chemical educators need to have their attention drawn to these concepts (not necessarily by name) that they already possess and no doubt take for granted, so that they can teach beginning students specifically in terms of those concepts. Without this specific emphasis, and because of the centrality of these concepts to understanding chemistry, students of chemistry may be forever confused about how chemical entities relate to the “real world.”
3. Applying Emergence and Supervenience to Areas of Chemistry with High Potential for Confusion 
The concepts of emergence and supervenience can, as has been stated, be used to relate the manifest and scientific image. There are also ‘levels’ of explanation within the scientific image that can be related to one another in terms of emergence of supervenience. Thus, when these concepts are operative, the ‘layered’ conception of nature that the scientist already understands can be made clear to the beginning chemistry learner. Possible applications of this conceptual schema abound within chemistry.
3.1. Emergence: the Difference Between a Whole and Its Parts 
People without an understanding of chemistry sometimes pose this question: “Why does water put out fires even though it contains oxygen?” In such a question, you may well sense a misconception so fundamental is at work that in answering it you hardly know where to begin. One possible answer I have seen or heard more than once is “Because it’s already burnt.” While this is neat and pithy, and correct so far as it goes, it doesn’t quite get at the misconception and correct it; in fact, the asker of the question will probably not understand how the proffered answer is supposed to answer the question. 
One probable source of such confusions is that we often refer to single-element molecules such as O2 simply by the name of the constitutive element; using a single word across contexts can, of course, easily create the impression that it has one and the same referent throughout.​[2]​ But even recognizing that O2 contains two oxygen atoms whereas H2O has only one is probably not enough to see why O2 supports combustion whereas H2O does not. For, if one thinks that an oxygen molecule is qualitatively the same thing as the sum of two oxygen atoms, it is natural to also think that the property of supporting combustion is present in oxygen atoms themselves, in which case H2O, which contains an oxygen atom, should also have that property.
The confusion can perhaps be best cleared up by noting that a chemical entity such as a molecule is something distinct from just the sum of its parts (see also Earley 1998, Earley 2005). Therefore, participation in combustion is a property of specifically the O2 molecule; an oxygen atom in a different molecule is part of something else entirely. Making this distinction gives us the schema below, which I suggest could be very effective in clearing up this, and similar, misconception(s). One should make each of the following clear to students, in this order, where P emerges from (and supervenes on) Q. 
(1) P and Q are not the same thing (i.e., the relation between them is other than identity). 
(2) P arises from a particular arrangement of Q.
(3) The properties of Q determine the properties of P; conversely, the properties of Q depend on the properties of P. 
(4) The properties of P are explained by the properties of Q. 
Taking the example of “water,” for each of the following pairs (a)–(c) the relationships between P and Q can be explained by substituting it into each of (1)–(4) of the schema above. 
(a) P = water, Q = H2O molecules; 
(b) P = H2O molecule, Q = two H atoms and one O atom; 
(c) P = atom, Q = protons, neutrons, and electrons. 
With the appropriate part-whole distinctions made in terms of emergence, the three ‘layers’ are separated and the relationships between them can be made clear. When it is pointed out that an H2O molecule emerges from a certain collocation of hydrogen oxygen atoms, a door is opened up to realizing that the single oxygen atom incorporated in each H2O molecule is not the same as what gives O2 the property of participating in combustion. The answer can then ‘emerge,’ as it were that water does not, in the relevant sense, “contain oxygen.” The explanatory and determinative relationships between the distinct entities involved can also be made clear. 
What this example brings out is that the distinctively chemical relation of parts to whole is not simply additive; the properties of a molecule cannot be gotten theoretically just by summing up the properties of the atoms taken separately. In chemistry, parts undergo change when they become incorporated into a bona fide whole (Earley 1998, Earley 2005), and this crucial difference between ‘parts’ when they are separate and parts when they make up a whole is one that undoubtedly goes seriously underemphasized in chemical teaching. Obviously, O2 is composed of two O atoms, but the properties of an oxygen molecule are not simply those of an oxygen atom quantitatively multiplied by two: if it were, an oxygen atom by itself would just be half as supportive of combustion as O2, and therefore presumably would confer some these properties to H2O, as the neophyte presumably assumes. Rather, quantum-mechanically, the electronic state of an oxygen molecule is a result of superposition of the component atomic states, which results in a state that is qualitatively different from that of either of the constituents taken separately.​[3]​ Thus, rather than being simply identical to two O atoms, the properties of O2 emerge from those of two O atoms, when they are in a bonded configuration. Failure to appreciate the qualitative difference between compounds and the single elements of which they are composed is more widespread probably than many teachers of chemistry realize. Again, consider O3 as compared with O2: ozone is not simply a “heavier” version of diatomic oxygen; rather, the presence of an additional oxygen atom in the molecule makes for a complete qualitative difference in properties of the molecule per se. The nonidentity of a whole with the sum of its parts is thus captured quite well in terms of emergence (Luisi 2002) (and the dependence between chemical whole and parts by supervenience (Newman 2008); more on that below). 
3.1.1 Never Say ‘Water Molecule’
At a higher level from those of H2O molecules is the realm of water itself, and distinction between these levels is one that needs to be carefully made. In scientific contexts, one often casually refers to “water molecules,” but given the foregoing considerations, this could have the tendency to encourage the fundamental misconception that water molecules have “watery” properties. Philosophers’ canonical exemplar of a natural-kind statement of identity is that “water = H2O”; and in fact it could well be that many philosophers themselves tend to think of H2O molecules as individually having “watery” properties—philosophers of chemistry won’t, however, and perhaps that’s the reason why they aren’t nearly as eager to assert the flat-out equivalence (In fact, I don’t know of any who do at all.) (e.g., Needham 2000, Simonian 2005, Weisberg 2006). One philosopher of chemistry puts this by saying that “‘water is H2O’ is not an identity statement” (Simonian 2005). Rather, it would seem to be more perspicuous to think of the characterization “water is H2O” as one in which the word ‘is’ is, as philosopher David Wiggins has put it, “the is of constitution” (2001), where a composite entity is constituted by parts that collectively determine its identity without being identical to the thing itself.
It would be a great help to chemical pedagogy if teachers of chemistry made clear the distinction between individual H2O molecules on the one hand and water on the other, so as to prevent the above-mentioned misconception that H2O molecules have watery properties by themselves—that chemical entities are just arbitrary entities that have the same properties as macro-level entities themselves. Toward this end, if teachers were to forego use of the phrase “water molecule” (in favor of “H2O molecule, or “dihydrogen oxide molecule”), it may go a significant way towards forestalling this misconception. Instead, the explanatory relationships between aggregates of H2O molecules on the one hand and water (or ice, or water vapor) on the other hand could be made clear.
3.1.2 Chemical Reactions
Nakhleh (1992: 194) reports an empirical study in which many students apparently conceive of the reaction N2 + 3H2  2NH3 as the simple addition of a pair of nitrogen atoms with an aggregate of six hydrogen atoms to form a single, unstructured aggregate of two nitrogen atoms together with six hydrogen atoms. This balances the equation, but leaves out the emergence of distinct molecules from their constituent atoms. It reveals a conception of molecular properties being just an additive sum of those of its atoms taken separately. But if this were the case, there would be no real chemical change, but rather just a mixing of certain components next to other components. Rather, it is because of the nonidentity of chemical wholes and parts that chemical change by recombination of the “same” constituents is possible. Pedagogically, if it is made clear that compounds emerge from their constitutive atoms—that is, they have properties that are not identical to those of their atoms or any simple addition thereof—students can come to expect each such compound to have distinctive properties that are not reducible to the sum of the atoms that compose them. Without this conception, the import of chemical properties with regard to chemical changes becomes lost, and with it the distinction of compounds themselves from their constituent elements and atoms.
3.2. Supervenience: Covariance
If P supervenes on Q, then if we see P undergoing a change, we know that Q must as well. This amounts to covariance of one set of properties with the other. Covariance is thus explained by the determination of P by Q. One can take the schemata introduced in section 3.1 above and, as with the distinction between properties that emergence captures, use it to express the determination and dependence that the relation of supervenience captures. With regard to parts and whole, where emergence tells of the distinction between them, the concept of supervenience captures the close connection between them—where there is a chemical whole emerging from parts, the whole supervenes on the parts in its dependence on, and determination by, its constituting parts. Where there are determinative relationships between the scientific and manifest images or between ‘layers’ of properties within the scientific image itself, supervenience of one level of properties on another will also be operative. 
3.3.1 Chemical Change 
When there are changes in a compound’s properties, they are always due to changes in a compound’s composition. Thus, supervenience can be brought in to characterize chemical change: what is distinctive about chemical change is that it is subserved by real changes in the components of the reacting substances. In this connection, the notion of chemical change can be explained in terms of supervenience when we consider one of the characteristic consequences of supervenience: since one set of properties P depends on another set of properties Q, when there is a change in P, there must be a change in Q. This is also connected to the explanatory capacity of chemical theory: the character of the change in the underlying properties (viz.: atoms) explains the change in the supervenient, substance (compound) properties. 
Thus, pedagogically, students can be taught to expect that wherever there is a noticeable change in substances at the manifest level, this must be due to a change in the compounds that constitute them, which in turn must be changing because of a rearrangement of their atoms: each level supervenes on the level below it, so a change in P cannot happen without a change in Q.
3.3.2 Smell 
An example of empirically detectable properties that supervene on chemical properties is that of smell. Smells, of course, supervene on the chemical compounds that cause them (see also Scerri and McIntyre (1997) and Erduran and Scerri (2003)).
Students presumably already understand at least that smells ‘emerge’ from chemicals in the sense that they originate from chemical substances. But it is somewhat less likely that students realize that smells supervene on chemical substances: that is, that a smell always indicates actual presence of the chemical, and that the smell only goes away if the chemical does (modulo a smell’s intensity dropping below the threshold of detectability). Students instead may assume that a smell is separable from the chemical itself, such that a smell may be a residual sign that that the chemical at least was once present, but is not necessarily still present. For example, they may take a certain smell on the hands to indicate the chemical was once present, but has now perhaps gone away, leaving the smell behind. This misconception can be corrected if students realize that smells not only emerge from chemicals, but supervene on them, which means not only that a change in smell indicates a chemical change, but that more fundamentally, the presence of a smell always indicates the actual presence of a certain chemical.
3.3.3 Solution Properties 
Solution properties is a chemical topic that is to chemical theory in general as covariance is to supervenience. For example, the covariance of the conductivity of a solution with the number of ionic solutes is explained by the supervenient dependence and determination of conductivity on the facilitation of proton transfer within an ionic solution. When there is a change in the conductivity of a solution, knowing that solution properties supervene on solute and solvent characters, students can predict that there must be a change in solute and solvent.
Likewise, when students come to expect solution properties to supervene on the nature of solute and solvent, colligative properties are easily understood: boiling point elevation and freezing point depression can come as expected when the ratio of solute-to-solvent particles increases. Instead of thinking of empirical properties as disconnected, or only arbitrarily connected, to chemical properties whose explanatory role remains mysterious, the fact of supervenience opens the door to there being explanatory relationships. Students can expect that because one set of properties changes as a result of changes in another set of properties, there must be a specific reason for the change, and then be receptive to learning about that explanation.
4. Conclusion 
In summary, I suggest that the rubrics of emergence and supervenience, if kept in mind by one teaching chemistry, can be a helpful guideline in explaining particular chemical concepts as well as guiding introductory students toward an understanding of what the subject matter of chemistry is about in general. This holds for the project of introducing students at the entry level to the relationship of the scientific image to the manifest image, and also with regard to the relationships between levels of properties within the scientific realm itself.
It should be noted that if the model of chemical properties discussed herein were generally adopted for the purposes of chemical education, it would require the traditionally-placed cleavage between physical and chemical properties/changes to be moved. Specifically, some properties/changes that have been widely considered as “physical” should instead be considered “chemical”. “Physical changes” are normally characterized as those in which the identity of the substance does not change, and “chemical changes” for which the identity of the substance does change (see section 3.2, above) For example, the process in which an ionic solid dissolves in water is standardly taught as a physical change, in which the identity of the solute does not change. As one high-school textbook says under the heading of a “Misconception Alert” in its Teacher’s Edition, “solutions are mixtures and...are not formed through chemical changes but through a process of very thorough mixing at the particle level” (Myers et al. 2006: 470). However, the distinctions that should be made that are part and parcel of the model proposed here has it that more than just what falls under the heading of a “chemical reaction” qualifies as a “chemical change” (as also discussed in Earley 2005 and Newman 2008). Rather, what one should say in terms of the present account is that since solution properties, being intensive, belong to no combination of water, H2O, undissolved solute, and dissolved solute themselves, but are generated de novo in the solution process, this change has to supervene on a corresponding chemical change of chemical substances. H2O is still H2O, but it undergoes a sort of chemical change in being ionically associated with the solute. And the solute itself, such as sodium chloride, becomes a different substance entirely once dissolved in water (as argued in Earley 2005). So described, the dissolving process turns out to have more in common with chemical reactions per se than as it is often described in the chemistry classroom, and so I suggest that such should, in fact, be considered “chemical changes”.
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^1	  The motivation for putting philosophy of chemistry to work in chemical education along these lines—appropriately relating microscopic to macroscopic phenomena and vice versa—was introduced in a general way in Erduran, Bravo, and Naaman (2007). 
^2	  Chemical polysemy, the same term carrying distinct meanings in different contexts, is an issue that is somewhat related to, but nevertheless distinct from, the present discussion. The classic discussion of this issue is Fritz Paneth’s “The Epistemological Status of Element” (1962), which is itself well worth reading for what it can teach about pedagogy. In it, Paneth noted the meaning of “element” in chemistry, at least as early as Lavoisier and extending through Mendeleev and beyond. In one sense of “element,” which Paneth referred to as “simple substance,” the referent is whatever observable substance is not decomposable to other substances. In the other sense, called “basic substance” by Paneth, “element” is whatever it is that persists through chemical changes, in which sense it can be said that, for instance, something called “carbon” is present in both CH4 and CO2. Elements as “basic substances,” then, are not themselves bearers of observable properties. Where Paneth’s distinction touches on the present point about differences between levels of properties is that simple substances (as defined above) only exist because basic substances give rise to observable properties at all. They do this when they combine chemically, in which process different combinations of the basic substances result in different next-level entities, which are emergent from, and supervenient on, the basic substances, whether it is multiple instances of the same basic substances in the same molecule (as in O2), or in combination with atoms of different elements. Where Paneth’s point differs from mine is that his essentially depends on the linguistic phenomenon of polysemy, whereas mine does not. In fact, the emergence- and supervenience-based distinction between atoms and the molecules or other compounds they compose may be taken as the more fundamental fact, without which one would not even be able to identify the same elements (“basic substances”) throughout changes in the next-level entities.
^3	  The point is not that students will be coming into contact with quantum-mechanical calculations, but that this is the upshot of such.
